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Abstract

I present some of the most recent BABAR measurements for rare B decays. These include rate
asymmetries in the B decays to K(∗)l+l− and K+π− and branching fractions in the B decays to
l+νl, K1(1270)

+π− and K1(1400)
+π−. I also report a search for the B+ decay to K0

SK0
Sπ+.
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1 Introduction

The study of rare B decays plays a central role in the physics program of the BABAR [1] and Belle
[2] experiments at the B-factories. Rare B decays in fact provide sensitivity to the Standard Model
(SM) parameters. They are also powerful probes for the presence of New Physics (NP).

2 Results

I present preliminary results of some of the latest BABAR analyses of electroweak, pure leptonic,
and hadronic penguin B decays. Most of these improved measurements are based on the final
BABAR dataset of about 465 × 106 BB pairs taken at the Υ(4S).

2.1 Electroweak B Decays to K
(∗)

l
+
l
−

Electroweak decays B → K(∗)l+l− (l = e, µ) are mediated by flavor-changing neutral current
processes, forbidden at tree level in the SM. These decays may proceed through a γ/Z loop (penguin)
or a W−W+ box diagram. Contributions from NP may enter the loop and box diagrams at the
same order as the SM ones and affect both rates and kinematic distributions [3]. In exclusive B
decay modes sensitivity to NP in the rates is limited by hadronic uncertainties. For this reason it
is preferable to search for NP in rate asymmetries where part of these uncertainties cancels.

BABAR recently updated [4] measurements of direct CP asymmetry AK∗

CP , lepton flavor ratio

RK(∗), and CP -averaged isospin asymmetry AK(∗)

I . AK∗

CP and RK(∗) , expected in SM at a level
of 10−4 and 1 respectively, could be enhanced by NP contributions [5]. Results for both AK∗

CP and

RK(∗) are in agreement with SM expectations. AK(∗)

I is expected at a level of 0.01 in SM [6]. In
combined fit to Kl+l− and K∗l+l− in low dilepton mass squared region 0.1 < m2

ll < 7.02 GeV2/c4,

the fit result is AK(∗)

I = −0.64+0.15
−0.14±0.03. It is 3.9 standard deviations (σ) (systematic uncertainties

included) from the null asymmetry. This effect is not seen in high m2
ll region (> 10.24 GeV2/c4).

2.2 Pure Leptonic B
+ Decays to l

+
νl

The purely leptonic B decays to lνl (l = τ, µ, e) proceed in SM through W boson annihilation with

a branching fraction (BF): B(B+ → l+ν) =
G2

F
mB

8π
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m2
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B

)2f2
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2τB+ [7]. The SM estimate

of the BF for B → τντ is of the order of 10−4. BFs for modes with µνµ and eνe are helicity
suppressed (∼ m2

l ) by factors 225 and 107, respectively. However contributions from NP scenarios
[8] may enhance these SM expectations. BABAR studied these B decays, searching signals with a
semi-leptonic tagging method [7]. The measured BF B(B+ → τ+ντ ) is (1.8±0.8±0.1)×10−4 with
a significance of 2.4σ. The upper limit (UL) at 90% confidence level (CL) is 3.2×10−4. Combining
this with the other BABAR BF measurement of the same B decay using an hadronic tag [9], we
have B(B+ → τ+ντ ) = (1.8 ± 0.6) × 10−4 with a significance of 3.2σ.

ULs at 90 % CL are set for the other two decay modes: B(B+ → µ+νµ) < 11 × 10−6 and
B(B+ → e+νe) < 7.7 × 10−6. BABAR also searched for the B+ → µ+νµ mode using an inclusive
tag and set an UL of 1.3 × 10−6 at 90 % CL [10].



2.3 Hadronic-Penguin B Decays to K π, K1π and K
0
S K

0
S π

At the B-factories direct CP asymmetry has been observed in neutral B decays to π+π− and K+π−.
BABAR has recently updated these measurements [11]. The measured direct CP asymmetry AK±π∓

between B0 → K−π+ and B0 → K+π− is −0.107±0.016+0.006
−0.004 with a significance of 6.1σ. BABAR

also measured the direct CP asymmetry AK±π0 = 0.030±0.039±0.010 [12]. The difference of these
two asymmetries, naively expected zero in SM, is: ∆A = AK±π0 − AK±π∓ = 0.137 ± 0.044 with
a significance at a level of 3.1σ. This result is consistent with Belle measurement [13]. Using the
world average of existing (BABAR, Belle, CDF, CLEO) results [14] , we have ∆A = 0.148 ± 0.028.
with a significance at the level of 5.3σ. Several approaches try to explain the large difference of
AK±π0 and AK±π∓ inside the SM as in [15] or with contributions from NP as in [16].

BABAR measured CP violating parameters in B0(B0) → a1(1260)
± π∓ [17] for the extraction

of the α angle of the unitary triangle. To determine by means of SU(3) flavor-symmetry [18] the
uncertainties on this α measurement due to the presence of penguin contributions in the decay,
BABAR measured the BF of B0 to K1(1270)

+π− and K1(1400)
+π−. Using a K-matrix formalism,

a combined BF B(B0 → K1(1270)
+π− + K1(1400)

+π−) = (31.0 ± 2.7 ± 6.9) × 10−6 is obtained
with a significance > 5.1σ [19].

The B+ decay to K0
SK0

Sπ+ is suppressed in SM with an expected BF of the order 10−6 [20]. An
UL of 3.2×10−6 at 90 % CL has been set by Belle [21]. The BABAR analysis, incorporating resonant
and nonresonant intermediate states, finds no significant signal and sets an UL of 5.1× 10−7 at 90
% CL [22]. In the B+ decay to K+K−π+ BABAR has seen a peak at 1.5 GeV/c2 (dub as fx(1500))
in the K+K− invariant mass [23]. Because there is no evidence of this peak in K0

S K0
S invariant

mass spectrum, models in which fx(1500) has even spin and decays with isospin symmetry are
disfavored.

3 Summary and Conclusions

I have presented a selection from the most recent BABAR results on rare B decays. No significant
deviations from the SM expectations have been seen (including also all those measurements on rare
B decays non presented here). The disagreement with SM found in a few cases may be explained
either with improved calculations within the SM or with NP contributions. In conclusion, we need
much more precise measurements to improve our sensitivity to SM deviations and to NP effects.
This task, complementary to LHC NP search, can be accomplished at LHCb [24] and at a super
B-factory [25].
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